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Free sampling in digital format has become a common business practice in the onlinemarket offering consumers
first-hand experience with products, due to its low marginal cost and extensive online distribution. At the same
time, online word ofmouth (WOM) has also been a prevalent strategy on the Internet for increasing product vis-
ibility and providing trustworthy product information. Those two online marketing strategies are generally con-
sidered to stand alone by marketers and prior research. Nevertheless, by drawing on integrated information
response theory aswell as theories for explaining online consumers' review sharing, we argue that free sampling
complements WOM in the online market by amplifying its sales effect and facilitating its implementation. We
provide supportive empirical evidence through a Bayesian analysis of software free sampling on CNET
Download.com (CNETD) and sales and WOM from Amazon.com over a 25-week data set. Our results show
that adoptions of CNETD free sampling positively interact with Amazon WOM in influencing Amazon software
sales. In addition, more adoptions of CNETD free sampling lead to a larger volume of AmazonWOM, and this im-
pact ismore significant for less popular products. Thesefindings contribute to our understanding of free sampling
in the online market such that, in addition to its direct sales effect, free sampling can also potentially affect sales
through influencing online WOM. Therefore, we suggest that marketers evaluate the free sampling strategy by
including its interplaywith onlineWOMand apply low-cost free sampling to facilitate the relativelymore expen-
sive online WOMmarketing strategy, especially for unpopular products.
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1. Introduction

Free sampling is not a new strategy for promoting products. In the tra-
ditional offline market, it has been widely applied towards marketing
physical products, such as distributing free samples of toothpaste in
small quantities at grocery stores. This strategy is generally believed to af-
fect sales positively by stimulating and encouraging purchases, and nega-
tively by cannibalizing some consumer demand [4]. As a natural
extension of this practice to the online market, many vendors have
been offering free samples in digital format,2 such as music files, mobile
apps, downloadable software, and Internet videos. For example, Amazon
provides free previews of some book chapters; iTunes store lists free
songs and free videos across broad categories; CNETD (CNET www.

download.com) hosts hundreds of software free trials for download. As
compared to the offline market, free sampling in the online market is
usedmore extensively and considered to bemore efficient, partly because
of the lowmarginal cost of digital production and the ease of distribution
through broadband Internet [41]. In addition, those products that offer
free sampling in digital format are normally in the category of experience
goods, whose quality is difficult to evaluate before consumption. There-
fore, free sampling in the online market provides consumers with conve-
nient access to direct experience of product quality, at least in part [9,27].

In addition to free sampling, the challenge for selling experience
goods online also involves online Word-of-Mouth (WOM) marketing
to facilitate online consumers' search and product assessment. More
than half of firms in a recent survey reported that they have already
adopted online WOM in their marketing campaigns, and 20% to 50% of
sales are reported to be affected by onlineWOM [5,42]. WOM is created
by consumers themselves and thus is trustworthy and effective in af-
fecting online market outcomes, as demonstrated by both industry sur-
veys and academic research [10,14,20,27,29,31,45,46]. In particular,
WOM volume, which is normally measured by the total number of on-
line user reviews, is known to help the corresponding product stand out
from the nearly overwhelming product choices online [13,29].
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It is natural to ask whether and how free sampling in digital format
and online WOM marketing practices interplay in today's online mar-
ket. The closest answer we can resort to is from the offline market. In
the offline context, a negative interaction effect has been foundbetween
free sampling and advertisement in affecting market outcome [30,39].
Will such an interplay also exist between free sampling and WOM in
the online market, where free sampling is more extensively adopted
and WOM is believed as a more effective “advertisement” [31,41,42]?
This is a crucial question, because free sampling in digital format is so in-
expensive that it can easily be widely implemented, and at the same
time more than 70% of the firms are committed to increasing spending
on onlineWOM in the future [42]. It is important for firms to have an in-
depth understanding of how low-cost free sampling can influence the
effectiveness of their heavily funded WOM marketing strategies in the
online market. Nevertheless, few studies in the past have been dedicat-
ed to address this issue. The relevant literaturemainly looks at free sam-
pling andWOM as two isolated and stand-alone strategies in the online
market. Therefore, wewished to study this under-explored area by spe-
cifically investigating (1) how the interplay between free sampling in
digital format and online WOM affects online retail sales; and (2) how
free sampling in digital format affects the volume of online WOM.

Todo so, we collected a 25-week panel data set of software free sam-
pling on CNETD as well as the sales ranks and WOM information of the
corresponding commercial software programs on Amazon (www.
amazon.com). We empirically analyzed the interplay between CNETD
free sampling and Amazon WOM by constructing seemingly unrelated
equations in a Bayesian hierarchical framework. We found that in the
online softwaremarket, free sampling amplifies the sales effect of online
WOM. Moreover, more adoptions of software free trials on CNETD also
directly lead to more AmazonWOM. Increasing CNETD free trial down-
loads by 10% can boost the number of Amazon user reviews by 3%, and
this impact ismore significant on less popular products. Therefore, over-
all we have found that, in the online software market, free sampling
complements onlineWOMmarketing, not only by enhancing its impact
on sales but also by attracting more active WOM.

Our results contribute to the literaturemainly from the following as-
pects. First, the finding of the complementary relationship between free
sampling and onlineWOMhighlights the importance of examining dis-
tinct marketing strategies in a systematic way, instead of separately, to
obtain a fuller picture of their impacts. This is especially important for
understanding the online market, where the wide reach of the Internet
and the convenience of digitalization make it possible that customers
are exposed to various internet marketing strategies simultaneously
and are aware of others' adoptions of those promotions. Second, they
add to our understanding of free sampling in the online market. While
relevant prior studies on free sampling in digital format primarily
focus on either its direct effect onmarket outcome or its license strategy
[9,11,27,41], we offer a different angle to interpret the role that free
sampling plays in the online market. We provide empirical evidence
that free sampling in the online market can indirectly affect retail sales
in two different ways that have not been revealed before. A large num-
ber of consumer adoptions of free sampling in digital format can
strengthen the sales impact of onlineWOM. Free sampling in digital for-
mat also encouragesmore consumers towrite reviews online, especially
for less popular products, and this in turn potentially affects online retail
sales. Third, this study also contributes to the literature with regard to
the generation of online WOM. We applied two different theories on
the underlying motivation behind consumers' online experience shar-
ing and find that involvement theory dominates self-enhancement the-
ory in our context [12,23]. We will elaborate this discussion in our
hypotheses development as well as our empirical results. Lastly, our re-
sults also shed some lights on long tail research that studies the hetero-
geneity of online user choices towards the tail products [1,7,44]. Online
search tools, abundant product options, and online WOM are believed
to promote the niche market, i.e., the market for the tail products. We
find that free sampling in the online market can also be an influencing

factor on the formation of the long tail. Our results show that free sam-
pling in digital format is favorable to less popular products by helping
attract more user reviews.

The rest of paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 discusses the related
literature and its differences from the current study; Section 3 presents
the hypotheses development. The research context and data are
discussed in Section 4.We then describe the empiricalmodel and analyze
the results. In the last section, we summarize the findings, discuss the
managerial implications, and include limitations and future research
directions.

2. Related literature

This study mainly draws on three streams of research: (1) the liter-
ature on free sampling in the onlinemarket; (2) the literature on the in-
teraction of free sampling with other marketing strategies; and (3) the
literature regarding the generation of online WOM.

The majority of the literature regarding free sampling in online plat-
forms focuses on its impact on online market outcomes. As a natural ex-
tension from studying free sampling in the offline market [4], free
sampling in the digitalized context is similarly shown to have two oppo-
site effects on market outcomes, evidenced by analytical and empirical
examinations [2,8,9,11,32,36,40,41]. On one hand, consumers may take
free samples as substitutes for the corresponding commercial products.
This can cannibalize consumer demand, although the inferior quality
and limited trial time of free samples may limit this adverse sales effect.
For example, in the online software market, the free sample either has
the same full functionalities as the commercial product, but for a limited
trial time (freeware) or has limited functionalities but is available forever
(trialware). On the other hand, consumers get to know the product
through directly experiencing the free sample, which can encourage pur-
chases. As a distinction from those studies, ourwork is not designed to re-
examine the sales impact of free sampling in the online market. Instead,
we are interested in the interplay between free sampling in digital format
and online WOM, another marketing strategy widely adopted in digital
settings, in the context of the online softwaremarket. Our results suggest
that evaluating the sales effect of free sampling in digital format shall also
take into consideration its long-run effect, as a result of its interplay with
online WOM.

In the particular software context, in recent years, a few scholars
have been investigating the differential impact of free sampling license
on the diffusion process of free trials, the market outcome of commer-
cial products, and software pricing, [9,15,22,27,36,41]. For example,
Lee and Tan [27] empirically studied the difference between freeware
and trialware in attracting consumer adoptions of software free sam-
pling. Wang and Zhang [41] looked into software free sampling by ana-
lytically optimizing licensing strategy. Nevertheless, we do not consider
free sampling as a stand-alonemarketing strategy nor focus on different
software free sampling strategies. Instead, we control for free sampling
license difference to rigorously reveal the interplay between free sam-
pling and online WOM by exploring a unique data set of online WOM,
consumer adoptions of software free trials, and sales.

This research is also related with another stream of the literature
that studies the interaction effect between free sampling and othermar-
keting strategies on the market outcome, mainly in the offline market.
For example, scholars have generally agreed on the negative interaction
effect between free sampling and advertisement in the offline market
[25,30,37–39,43]. However, even in the offline market, not much atten-
tion has been paid to how offlineWOMand free sampling interact to in-
fluence consumer purchase decisions, probably because user-generated
WOM is limited in its amount and is difficult to collect in the offline con-
text. This has been significantly changed in the online market. Online
WOM has been a more affordable and effective promotion tool than
the traditional advertisement by providing more trustworthy informa-
tion and incurring lower marketing expenses [42]. Research has also
shown that it significantly affects online purchases [3,10,14,20,27–29,
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